COLOR BY NUMBERS

EMBER

WADE
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Help Ember avoid the curveballs and return safely to the Fireplace store!
Can you spot the 10 differences between these images?
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Can you spot the 10 differences between these images?

1. Firewood bag in street is grey, floor is yellow.
2. Firewood in alleyway is yellow.
3. Windows in top left are orange & Autumnic Blue, frame still has a frame.
4. Swivel gate in street is grey.
5. Top left metal grate from Fireplace Stove in street is grey.
6. Peace flag on balcony.
7. Extra pot in front of Fireplace door.
8. Street vendor is brown.
9. Street vendor is brown.
10. Extra pot is blue & extra pot in front of Fireplace door.
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WHERE ARE THE ELEMENTS?

Can you find these characters in Element City?
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Color and decorate your element.
2. Cut along the dotted lines with adult supervision.
3. Tape, staple or glue together the pieces marked A.
4. Before joining the sides marked B, hold the headband to your head and adjust the size to fit.
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DRAW YOURSELF IN ELEMENT CITY

Which element would you be?
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